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Nuclear reaction networks rely on vast amounts of 
data that has never been measured

A. Arcones et al. / Progress in Particle and Nuclear Physics 94 (2017) 1–67 19

Fig. 8. Supernova remnant W49B. One of the major goals of the field is to understand the mechanisms by which stars explode as supernovae. Chandra
X-ray data reveal the distribution of elements in the ejecta (iron in blue, silicon in green) that can be compared to infrared (yellow) and radio data (pink).
Comparison with multi-dimensional supernova models will enable the use nucleosynthesis as a diagnostics of what happens inside a supernova. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Source: X-ray: NASA/CXC/MIT/L. Lopez et al.; Infrared: Palomar; Radio: NSF/NRAO/VLA.

2.3.3. CCSNe—Context
There has been much recent progress in the modeling of massive star collapse. The community agrees that spherically-

symmetric (1D) models of core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe) do not lead to explosions regardless of their level of
sophistication. The challenge is to find amechanism that is able to transfer about a percent of the enormous energy released
in the collapse to the outer layers of the infallingmatter,with the remainder of the energy being emitted as neutrinos. Various
groups agree that multi-dimensional effects, in particular convection and the standing accretion shock instability (SASI), are
crucial for driving an explosion. Two-dimensional (2D; axisymmetric) simulations with spectral (i.e., energy-dependent)
neutrino transport are now available and have demonstrated that the explosion mechanism based on neutrino heating
can work for 2D CCSNe, if all relevant multi-physics components are included, in particular, Boltzmann neutrino transport,
general relativity, and a detailed treatment of electron capture and a neutrino interactions with coupling of energy bins.
However, resulting explosion energies are generally lower than observed.

Progress has also been made in identifying key physics ingredients that affect supernova explosion models: instabilities,
neutrino–matter interactions, neutrino oscillations and transport, general relativity effects, progenitor, nuclear equation of
state, and magnetic fields. The goal of the next decade is to improve the understanding of this input physics, and to find
ways to incorporate the critical aspects into the most sophisticated supernova models.

Astronomical observations of core-collapse supernovae are rich in variety, and extend over many messengers, from
radio through infrared/dust, optical, X-ray, gamma-ray line, and cosmic-ray and even neutrino observations (see Fig. 8).
Furthermore, observational constraints on core-collapse properties derive from global/cosmic supernova rate or star
formation rates, or from compositional studies in galaxy and star clusters.

The connection of long GRBs and extreme CCSNe is now well established observationally, but how and under which
conditions a GRB central engine forms in a dyingmassive star is uncertain.Modeling such extreme events and understanding
their nucleosynthetic consequences is tremendously difficult. It will require bringing together CCSN simulation techniques
with the methods of numerical relativity to address the general-relativistic dynamics associated with black hole formation,
rapid rotation, and ultra-strong magnetic fields important in GRB central engines.

2.3.4. CCSNe—Strategic thrust 1: Towards adequate 3D models
Computational advances are expected to make true 3D simulations of core collapse supernovae possible in the next

decade. Studies indicate that this will be an important if not decisive step towards identifying the supernova explosion
mechanism. Computational advances will also allow modelers to implement the full underlying nuclear physics that
significantly affects supernova model characteristics and observables (see Fig. 9).

First 3D hydrodynamical simulations of core-collapse supernovae with a simple neutrino transport are becoming
available. One of the big challenges of next decade is to improve the microphysics in such simulations which will provide
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We don’t have nuclear structure calculations 
detailed enough to model decays off-stability

Desired 
reaction
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Figures from: “Nuclear Reactions for 
Astrophysics” Thompson and Nunes
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Physicists have developed surrogate methods 
for measuring unstable nuclei
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5
Surrogate method succeeds in predicting fission 
cross sections

See also:
Kessedjian et al. CENBG PLB 692 (2010) 297
Escher et al. RMP 84 (2012) 353

Ressler, Burke, Escher PRC 83 (2011) 054610
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Weisskopf-Ewing approximation assumes nucleus forgets how it was formed

Fission

Gamma-ray 
emission

Neutron 
emission

Surrogate method succeeds in predicting fission 
cross sections – using an approximation
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7
𝟗𝟓𝑴𝒐 𝒏, 𝜸 neutron capture cross section via 
surrogate method

Ratkiewicz et al. PRL 122, 052502 (2019)
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The method (approximation) used for fission, 
fails for neutron capture
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We know why Weisskopf-Ewing doesn’t work 
for neutron capture

} Gap*

*Breaking news: angular momentum and parity are conserved

Weisskopf-Ewing approximation ignores spin and parity
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The type decay channel determines sensitivity 
to any mismatch in spin and parity

} Gap
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How sensitive are neutron emission reactions to a spin-parity mismatch?

More sophisticated theory can be used to 
account for spin-parity mismatch

Surrogate method still possible for 
neutron capture!
Ø PRL 121, 052501 (2018)
Ø PRL 122, 052502 (2019)
Ø Complex multi-step-reaction theory 

That’s a lot of work!
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How sensitive are neutron emission reactions to a spin-parity mismatch?

More sophisticated theory can be used to 
account for spin-parity mismatch

Surrogate method still possible for 
neutron capture!
Ø PRL 121, 052501 (2018)
Ø PRL 122, 052502 (2019)
Ø Complex multi-step-reaction theory 

That’s a lot of work!

I will answer this
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The simplified “Weisskopf-Ewing” equations are a 
limiting case of a more complete theory

𝜎' 𝐺(

𝜎$% = 𝜎$𝐺%

𝑃&% = 𝐺%𝑃&% =
'!"
( )!
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Spin and parity must be considered in the general 
case

𝜎' 𝐽, Π 𝐺( 𝐽, Π

𝜎'( =.
)*

𝜎' 𝐽, Π 𝐺((𝐽, Π)

𝑃+( =.
)*

𝐹+ 𝐽, Π 𝐺((𝐽, Π)
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The Weisskopf-Ewing equations are equivalent 
under two scenarios

𝜎'( =.
)*

𝜎' 𝐽, Π 𝐺((𝐽, Π)

𝑃+( =.
)*

𝐹+ 𝐽, Π 𝐺((𝐽, Π)

𝜎$% = 𝜎$𝐺%

𝑃&% = 𝐺%

1. Surrogate reaction produces the 
same spin distribution 𝐹+ 𝐽, Π
as the desired reaction

or

2. The decay probabilities 𝐺( 𝐽, Π
are independent of spin and parity

Equivalence scenarios
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𝜎'( =.
)*

𝜎' 𝐽, Π 𝐺((𝐽, Π)

Are the decay probabilities 𝐺# 𝐽, Π independent 
of spin and parity? 

One-neutron emission Two-neutron emission

&,𝑍𝑟∗ &,𝑍𝑟∗
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One-neutron

Two-neutron

Rare earth and actinide neutron decay probabilities
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§ Equivalence scenario doesn’t hold

§ Expect neutron emission to be sensitive 
to a spin-parity mismatch

18
Neutron emission channels violate the 
Weisskopf-Ewing assumptions
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What happens if we used the Weisskopf—Ewing equations anyway?
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Test the impact of spin-parity mismatch on 
predictive power of WE formula

𝑃+( =.
)*

𝐹+ 𝐽, Π 𝐺((𝐽, Π)

𝜎$% = 𝜎$𝐺%

𝑃&% = 𝐺%

Step 2: Treat the simulated 
data as if WE applies:

Step 1: Simulate surrogate 
experiment data by 
proposing schematic spin 
distribution F.
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} Spin-parity mismatch
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90Zr(n,xn) WE predictions based on simulated 
data

Predict: 𝜎$% = 𝜎$𝐺%

Simulate: 𝑃&% = 𝐺%

One-neutron emission
Two-neutron emission
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One-neutron

Two-neutron

Rare earth and actinide neutron cross section simulations
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Results

§ Neutron emission reactions are also sensitive to 
spin-parity mismatch

§ Weisskopf-Ewing equations won’t produce 
accurate results

So what?
§ Experimentalists and theorists need to work 

together
§ More theory works needs to be done for the 

surrogate method to measure cross sections of 
unstable nuclei

What now?

22
The Weisskopf-Ewing equations won’t work for 
neutron emission reactions

Fission
Low sensitivity 
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mismatch
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mismatch

Neutron 
emission

Still sensitive to 
spin mismatch!

We need to combine 
surrogate data with advanced 
nuclear structure theory.
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91Zr decay probabilities

• High sensitivity near Sn
• Sensitivity directly related to 90Zr 

low-lying spins (next slide)
• Significantly reduced sensitivity at 

peak of cross section
• Sensitivity returns at S_2n, but is not 

significant for J<=6.5
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91Zr decay probabilities in relation to 90Zr 
spectra

Level structure in residual nucleus explain the delayed neutrons at high spin.

&,𝑍𝑟∗ &/𝑍𝑟

Neutron separation energy

(0+)

(0+)

(2+)
(5-)
(4-)

Ground state
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158Gd decay probabilities

Transmission coefficients explain this pattern.

158Gd 2n decay

158Gd 1n decay

T(J,l,E) for n+Gd157
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Test the impact of spin-parity mismatch on 
predictive power of WE formula

𝜎'( =.
)*

𝜎' 𝐽, Π 𝐺((𝐽, Π)

𝑃+( =.
)*

𝐹+ 𝐽, Π 𝐺((𝐽, Π)

𝑃+( =
0!"
1!

Spin distribution from desired reaction

From previous slide


